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About This Game

Start your career as a soccer player and score thousands of goals. Play on street venues or on big stadiums in front of huge
crowds.

Online play

Play 3v3 with all people around the world or with your friends (1v1, 2v2, 3v3). Choose a venue you want(two street stadiums,
one sand stadium). Customize your player whatever you want and set your desired name and number. Level up and upgrade your
attributes. Buy soccer boots to boost your attributes. Earn experience from playing matches, scoring goals and winning matches.

Offline play

Career mode
Start a career mode and join one of ten clubs (each club have own stadium, jerseys and crowd). Play league games (18 fixtures,
9 home and 9 away), score goals and lead your club to the champions title. You can play match from start, you can start match

from bench and enter game anytime you want or you can watch the game from crowd. You can select your preferred position on
the pitch (defender, midfielder, striker). You can also customize your player.

Training
Practice your skills in various drills. Take penalties and free kicks from any position you want. Play one-two passes and shot or

just dribble the ball around and be prepared for a lot more drills in future.
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Gameplay

In this game you are fully featured player. You can shoot the ball in various ways (standard shot, chip shot, bending shot with
inside or outside of the foot). You can tackle your opponents, score with a header, get past your opponents with skills (elastico,

roulette...).

Future additions

Offline modes: Street mode, Futsal mode, Tournament mode, Goalkeeper mode...
More player customization
A lot more training drills
A lot more player skills
Online modes: Large pitch (7v7), Indoor soccer, Online Teams
VR
Steam Cloud Save and Achievements will be added in near future
...

Manual
When playing from start in Career mode press right mouse button to kick-off.

Read controls in the quick reference.

Notes
The AI players may alternate between being inactive to moving wildly and inconsistently.

AI players may stuck attempting to kick the ball while facing each other.

All of that will be fixed very soon.

See you on the pitch!
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Title: Soccer Simulation
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Speedy
Publisher:
Speedy
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2100 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7870 (2GB) or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2GB)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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A hidden gem of indie game industry.
Unlike most games made on RPG Maker engine, this game focuses on actual gameplay rather than storytelling. I find this game
very interesting, as it is in many ways very unusual for the genre.
The main thing that makes this RPG unique, is that there is no experience or gold as such. You power-up by exploring the
world, finding secrets and solving puzzles. Therefore, power-ups are limited, so you can't just mindlessly invest your time into
grinding if the upcoming boss fight is too tough. And it means that you need to think very carefully what skill, stat or piece of
equipment you are going to take next, read and read over the manual with open damage formulas, which the author kindly
provided you with.
The game is very challenging, even on the lowest difficulty level. Make sure you have investigated each corner of currently
available world before you enter key boss fights. I am a kind of gamer who enjoys hard games, because you can always come
back to them. Moreover, this game has lots of freedom in customizing your character and selecting gaming style, which again,
means high replay value. The battle system is deep, yet not too overcomplicated. I've just beaten the game for the first time (as a
mage\/techmathurgist), and I'm sure I'll come back to Celia's Quest someday to experiment with different character builds or
play it over on higher difficulty level. The game took me 33 hours, by the way, considering I had to start it from scratch once
because of a dumb decision I made in the beginning.
The story, like I said before, is here mostly to drive the gameplay. Nevertheless, I enjoyed the way it is introduced, its humor,
and the atmosphere of an absurd fantasy world. The only possible downside of the game I can think of is a bit rough difficulty
curve. In my opinion, the beginning should be slightly easier. The first serious boss fight is too hard unless you do everything
right. Mid\/endgame, on the other hand, are balanced much better.

I recommend this little game to hardcore gamers, especially those who dislike random encounters and mindless grind. Totally
worth playing and money spent.. got this game for 7p.

best 7p spent in my life. omg.....what a game, stuck at finding bullets. Corrupt staff

Corrupt Forum mods

Corrupt system of money grabs

Horrible game

Stay away.

Very unprofessional team; you can give your feedback if you wish, but they take this personally and will remove you from the
forums. The stats revamp looks to make things worse. I suspect even more angry customers "Soon." They do not listen to
feedback.
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My advice? Go here
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/9880\/
Or support these
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3mnh8-Qs1Ys
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4nj1WF5eljI
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0mCcQ6p2RVs

DayBreak gaming is the worst gaming company on the planet. DO NOT SUPPORT THESE SNAKES. This establishment
needs to shutdown; they are a poison to the mmo community. They are crooked people. The day DCUO ends will be the best for
the superhero community, we don't need crap like this destroying the image of DC.

I know the pickings of superhero games are slim, but stay away from this one.. just some good fun addictive puzzler. Very half
baked game. The spin is weird at best seems to take hold at random times, but worst the maximum shot power is really really
low. Most the snooker rules are simply wrong. The 3 cushion Carom billiards doesn't require you to hit any cushions, plus it
seems to think ball touch sometimes when they are just close.. a poor mans fifa. It looks good but no servers. Also If you could
add a card and the attack is a flip lighter burning their hand please it would be amazing. also what song is that?. Since I first
purchase this soundtrack there has been a major update to it whereby every single track from the game has been added, in high
quality and with bonus tracks included.

Initially it was released as a collection of the 10 "best" tracks which was okay but not very comprehensive. The soundtrack now
includes 4 discs worth of music, which is awesome and now makes this a must buy for any Frank Klepacki, Grey Goo, or music
fan.

Thank you for righting this wrong guys! :)
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This is EXCELLENT. I bought it on sale, and would happily pay full price.

I loved Geometry Wars, Waves and countless other 2-stick shooters (also old enough to have loved Asteroids...), but this *feels*
fresh. It's perfectly polished, and the addition of constant mid-game changes to the arena shape gives you something new to run
away from, learn, and sometimes use to your advantage.

No unfair deaths, no easy\/lazy ways to grind through levels, no smart bombs, and in challenge mode just one life.

Campaign mode is *big*, with varied bosses separated by plenty of waves of enemies. The enemies in these waves and their
spawn locations are vastly different and much more intense in the harder game mode, it's not just "the same again but your gun
is 50% weaker."

It's all topped off with fair but difficult achievements, and plenty of replayability for quick-fix or endurance sessions.

Grab it, I'd recommend it without hesitation.. A fun little arcade-style racer. Not perfect, by any stretch, but it's still enjoyable!.
Solid VR FPS

Couple of game modes
Lots of guns
But the main feature is the modding support. Playing old COD maps and TTT in VR is bloody great!!. I buy the dlc and I only
have a character that is normal ??. This game makes for a fun party(drinking) game!! I recommend.. RECOMMENDATION:
Good Game, if you like reading dialogues over dialogues...

The dialogues are long and well fed with text. It's good, because that is the gameplay you got. Embrace it and hope for the best
right?
Each answer you give has influence on the course of the game.
The goal is to reach Earth with every crewmember still alive. But this can be tricky, if you make certain crewmembers unhappy
or when you made a wrong choice of events.

You are the director of this... "Movie". Making badges gave me -90% card for this game so I paid 0.10€ for it. AFK'd cards out
from it and gained 0.18€. Highly recommend for 0.10€ but didn't actually play!
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